
An Escalating Health Crisis. Over the past twenty years, fall deaths among older Americans have increased at an alarming rate 
– a reality that has caused enormous human suffering in the United States. According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), 30 million elderly Americans fall every year – a figure representing roughly one-quarter of all seniors. About 
1 out of every 5 falls results in a serious injury such as hip fracture. In fact, falls are directly attributable to about 300,000 
hip fractures every year. All told, accidental falls among the elderly result in 2.8 million emergency room visits, 800,000 
hospitalizations, and over 27,000 deaths annually.1 
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Unfortunately, This Problem is Only Expected to Worsen. 
As America’s population grows older, fall injuries and deaths 
are likely to increase. Based on a study from the Journal of 
the American Medical Association (JAMA), during a 16 year 
period, fall deaths among the elderly increased dramatically, 
from about 8,613 in 2000 to over 25,000 in 2016.2 If these 
trends are left unchecked, the CDC estimates falls will result 
in the deaths of 7 seniors every hour by 2030. Moreover, with 
more seniors isolated at home amid the COVID-19 pandemic, 
experts believe the elderly falls epidemic will continue to 
escalate in gravity and scale.3  

An Escalating Financial Burden. The cost burden for this 

epidemic is immense – and growing. Based on recent estimates, 
medical expenditures associated to both fatal and nonfatal 
falls equated to roughly $50 billion in 2015 alone. The CDC 
maintains that fall injuries are “among the 20 most expensive medial conditions” and generate average hospital costs of more 
than $30,000 per admission. As previously noted, the vast majority of hip fractures among older Americans are a direct result 
of falls, involving a lifetime cost of about $81,300 per patient. The majority of these costs, roughly $30 billion, are borne by the 
Medicare program and American taxpayers.

A Promising, Cost-Effective Solution. In addressing this epidemic, the U.S. healthcare system has an invaluable tool at 
its disposal: physical therapy. According to the National Institute on Aging, patient-specific exercise regimens, utilized in 
combination with regular physical activity, are evidence-based solutions that can significantly reduce the likelihood of an 
accidental fall.4  

Physical therapy prescribed treatments such as strengthening exercises, canalith repositioning, and balance training enable 
patients to remain steady and maintain their independence. Physical therapists are also trained to conduct patient home 
assessments which evaluate a patient’s living space and identify potential fall hazards. In fact, a recent study showed that older 
citizens who underwent an exercise intervention from a trained healthcare professional lowered their risk of a fall by 31%.5

As the COVID-19 pandemic forces more seniors to remain isolated at home, elderly 
Americans are at greater risk of fall-related injury. Recognizing these challenges, 

protecting access to physical therapy is more important now than ever before.
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